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RIELLO SISTEMI GROUP

The offer by Riello Sistemi Group satisfies various applicative sectors thanks to forefront solutions
and technologies: from transfers to machining centres, encompassing software and IoT.

The right partner
for state-of-the-art
machining
by THE EDITORIAL STAFF
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ruppo Riello Sistemi ranks among
the primary players in the machine tool
industry and holds the top positions
of international markets thanks to the
constant research and development as
well as the use of forefront technologies.
Relying on three prestigious brands that
boast a long and outstanding tradition in
the sector, Riello Sistemi, Mandelli Sistemi
and Tri-Way Manufacturing Technologies,
Riello Sistemi Group designs and
manufactures machining centres, transfer
machines and special applications, always
completed by the study of new processes
and by the realization of the most
suitable solutions to meet the customers’
requirements. These are the pillars of the
Group philosophy.

SOLUTIONS FOR CHALLENGING MARKETS
Mandelli Sistemi, which can boast an
almost centenary history in the machine
tool world, has been acknowledged the
appraisal of international markets by
designing and manufacturing machining
centres appreciated, first of all, for their
power, speed, flexibility and precision
in time. Over the last decade, besides
an outstanding customization, Mandelli
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has focused its attention on high added
value sectors like Aerospace and Energy,
characterized by materials difficult to
machine and complex shapes, requiring
high-performance turning and milling
operations. The development of the Spark
Line, appreciated by the market for more
than 10 years thanks to its innovative
architecture featuring a fixed base and
Y-axis staggered slide-ways design,
has focused on the vibrations detected
through sophisticated mechatronic
analysis since the performance limit,
especially on aerospace alloys, is namely
due to chattering vibrations.
This is how Spark Titanium was born, with
its forefront technology in terms of highperformance tough material machining
such as titanium alloys and nickel-based
super-alloys typical of the Aerospace
and Energy industries where structural
and engine components are machined.
Spark Titanium is a line of 4 and 5-axis
machining centres granting both heavy
stock removal in roughing and very high
quality surface finishing on the finished
part thanks to a series of characteristics:
a new range of heads from 5,000 to
30,000 rpm that provide torque values
up to 2600 Nm and power values up to
100 kW, a series of dissipation systems

that, by reducing vibrations by 75%
compared to the standard machining
conditions, guarantee an increased
MRR and a longer lifespan of all the
parts subject to wear, and a notable tool
coolant flow thanks to HSK100 and 125
tapers that avoid precocious wear and
facilitate chip removal. In addition to
the hardware developments, Mandelli
is proceeding fast within the Industry
4.0 and IoT logics whose paradigms
are crucial for an efficient and profitable
management. It is in this scenario that
Mandelli has developed the iPum@
Suite 4.0 software that, arising from
the idea of the early 2000s to offer
a predictive maintenance service to
customers, nowadays is proposed as an
all-round management of the machining
center. The very core of iPum@Suite 4.0
is a set of products and services that
integrate collection, processing and data
management, allowing both the customer
and Mandelli to have full control over
the production flow and the machinery
without interfering with the privacy
connected to the machining operations
or the machining cycles. Through a sort
of continuous check-up of the machine
while in operation, it is possible to
monitor the HMC status in real time and
in any working condition by constantly
verifying the real use to which the various
components subject to wear are exposed
and by checking the correctness of the
production process that, as always,
is aimed at maximizing the result to
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HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL AXIS TRADITIONAL
AND FLEXIBLE TRANSFERS

avoid the possible presence of harmful
vibrations. The resulting information
framework implies servicing only when
necessary, by anticipating the faults so as
to reduce the machine downtimes to a
minimum and thus recover at least 3 ÷ 4%
of system efficiency, and it also provides a
set of useful data for the development of
more performing future solutions.
Not only performing solutions but
strategies aiming at continuous
improvement in consideration of the
dynamics of modern markets. This is
why Mandelli has long adopted the Lean
Manufacturing logics and processes in
all its departments, understanding the
company procedures in their different
aspects, giving more responsibility and
voice to the figures that follow up the
machine production phases from the
negotiation to the after sales and putting
in place actions that reduce every form
of waste to increase the value of the final
product. Starting from the notion that
something that cannot be measured
cannot be improved, adequate KPIs have
been introduced which have proved to
be fundamental to assess the company
performance, which has consequently
improved over the last years. Weekly
audits, quick interfacing among decision
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makers of every area, scheduled
synchronization of activities among the
departments involved and a constant
check of the manufacturing process
guarantee a better knowledge of the
whole production process.
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Riello Sistemi, the parent company
established in 1963, is an international
renowned company in the manufacturing
of flexible cells and transfer machines
with conventional rotary-table, bar
and flexible ones. The main reference
industries for these machines are
automotive, industrial and sanitary
fittings, valves and mechanical
components in general.
Over 2,000 machines sold and installed.
The conventional transfers, with up to
14 stations, are addressed to users that
machine piece families whose size is
indicatively within a 200 mm machining
area, with high output volumes. The
flexibility of the productive solution,
short cycle times, the low piece/cost ratio
and the high customization represent
the main characteristics of standard
transfers that can machine manifold
materials from brass to aluminium up to
the various types of steel. The horizontal
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and retrofitting on which all American
customers can rely thanks to the high
specialization of its technicians as well as
their quick intervention times.

RIELLO SISTEMI CHINA
Riello Sistemi Shanghai is the Group
answer to meet the globally growing
market needs. A sale and service
structure that, since 2002, has
contributed to consolidating the image
of the Group in the South Asia area and
acquiring important customers in the
most technologically advanced sectors
ranging from “Tier 1 automotive” to the
major aero-engine manufacturers.
Italian technological core and global
presence, both with direct branches
and through partnerships with local
companies able to supply the market

axis traditional Transfers with bar loader
allow the machine to be loaded with
hexagonal and/or round bar loaders of
different size and rigidity, according to
the bar length and diameter. Flexible TFL
and VFX transfers, in their various models,
combine all the peculiarities of standard
Transfers with the flexibility provided by
the rotating clamping tools. Through
the rotation of the part being machined,
the flexible transfer becomes a flexible
machine easy to retool, to machine parts
with different sizes but belonging to
the same family as well as fully different
pieces. The working area is typically a 500
mm cube. Equipped with rotary clamps,
rotary self-centring chucks, fixed units
and 2-3 axis modules – single-tool or
equipped with tool change turrets from 2
or 3 up to 8 positions – these transfers are
production cells perfectly equalling fleets
of machining centres yet with much more
competitive machining costs.

TRI-WAY MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES
Situated in the heart of one of the
most productive areas in the USA, near
Detroit, Tri-way was established in 1977
www.techmec.it

specializing in the supply of plants for
car components. It joined the Group in
2005 and it is now the reference partner
not only for the sale of the group’s
products all over the American market
but it represents a focus for servicing

with the same quality and efficiency
as the technicians coming from the
headquarters. For 80 years Gruppo Riello
Sistemi has been working to provide
its customers with the best possible
solution.
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